
How To Increase Member Value 
with Social Communities 



Introduction
With the phenomenal growth of social media and it’s far reaching impact in all aspects of our lives 
— offering organisations both member engagement potential and pitfalls — it is essential that we 
understand and deliver the best practice of social communities to meet and whenever possible, 
exceed expectations of our members.  

Social business is defined as the ability of an organisation to use its online communities to improve 
its performance.  Most organisations are looking for cost effective and productive ways to interact 
with their supporters, prospects and staff.  This white paper focuses on increasing member value 
with social communities.

How To Increase Membership Value with Social 
Communities
Members that are better engaged with your company or organisation are also more engaged with 
each other, building your social community will boost site traffic significantly,  and bring in new 
members. 

Research shows that engaged members are happier members, surveys report increases in 
retention, satisfaction and brand advocacy.  Social communities will help you build brand advocates, 
especially valuable to your organisation.  

According to Forrester Research:   

94% of customers trust "word-of-mouth" recommendations

Only 14% trusting advertising

As brand advocates also spend more — their recommendations reaching an average of 150 people 
— their value in member activation is clear.
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What Are NFPs Trying To Achieve?

The majority of NFPs are looking to significantly increase their membership engagement.  And 
increasingly, NFPs are looking to social communities as they bring members, employees, and 
stakeholders together for the success of the member and the organisation.  

With the ability to engage simultaneously across multiple channels, NFPs will get better feedback 
and ideas from members, as well as being able to respond to them when they arise.  

Engagement via social communities delivers the means to:  
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How Can Social Media Help?

Social media can bring you and your members closer together — to easily connect and share 
information in real time.  By connecting your employees, stakeholders and members, you will have 
the means to interact, educate, share and boost subscriptions to your organisation.  

A fully integrated social media platform will connect you to your members by:

Inviting members to join your community/ies 

Interacting with your organisation and each other.

Quickly and easily identifying trends and uncovering innovative ideas.

Leveraging the power of community and growing your organisation.

Maintaining control through advanced privacy and membership features.
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Which One To Choose?

In selecting the right online community social media platform/s and implementing them effectively 
will account for a large part of your success.  It’s essential that your social community not only 
solves your members’ problems but that the platform provides tangible value to your members 
and your organisation. 

Selecting A Social Platform

To find the right platform for your organisation, make sure you answer these questions about your 
social community first:

How will it provide value for my members?

How will it provide solutions for my members?

How will it keep my members connected and engaged on an on-going basis?

How will it convert non-members into members?

How will it act as a brand advocate? 
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The Costs of Effective Social Media Implementation

Many NFPs regard ‘doing’ social media well as expensive.  There is often the assumption that you 
need a big budget to properly engage with social media to make it work.  

The reality of implementing effective social media is quite different. Big budgets and large number 
of posts do not correlate with social media presence success.  

They keys to cost effective social media implementation are:

Conversations and community

Adding value

Growing the community

Integrating social communities with traditional platforms

Connecting your website with your community

Measuring your social media influence

Implementing free tools to measure results
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Conversations and Community
Conversations and community/ies that connect people with passion and purpose are the keys to 
success.  It’s crucial that you’re not engaging as an ‘old school’ authoritarian but as a conversant 
community member.  

One of the most effective ways to achieve this is by creating a story that encourages conversations 
and interactions with the readers — or participants.  These stories can then be picked up by 
members and shared and responded to within their network of friends and colleagues — who may 
not yet be members.  

A great example of involving the community not just in conversations but actual projects has been 
achieved by the National Trust, specifically the National Trust Fell Rangers who have a dedicated 
Twitter feed and blog that focuses on their projects.  What makes this initiative stand out is not 
just having a great site that is accessible and up-to-date, but the way in they’re conversant with the 
‘armchair experts’ of their community by actively encouraging advice and feedback and responding 
to and acting on it — all of which is captured on the site.  

In this way, the community grows as more people get involved in the story and the conversations 
around the story.   By creating a sense of community as an enabler, with access to and recognition 
of expertise you’ll achieve real engagement and create brand ambassadors for your cause and your 
community.   
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Adding Value
To fully realise social communities potential to transform your organisation, you must focus on 
value for your members—not just on deploying the newest, shiniest toys in the social media 
arsenal.   You’ll need to ensure that it’s engagement with your organisation is accessible across 
every touchpoint and that you are meeting your members’ expectations about the ways in which 
they want to engage and interact with you.  

Consider these statistics in lost opportunities through untapped data:   
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Growing the Community

Communities Complement Traditional Communication 
Methods
While fewer NFPs identified websites and email as very important for 2012 than in 2011, they are 
still the top two dominant communication channels, followed by Facebook.  The three more 
traditional channels — print, in-person events and media relations/PR —held steady as the second 
half for the biggest NFPs.  

Clearly, fully integrating traditional communication channels with social media is best practice for 
ensuring you’re fully engaging your membership communities.  
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Website and Community Connection

Connecting your website to your community—and connecting your community to your website—
is one of the most effective means for delivering value within your social communities.  Your 
website should be the hub for all your social media channels so that they’re a showcase for people 
‘in the field’ telling their stories or using their content to create a story.  

Real time updates by your employees and members on the ground work effectively. Have a look at 
how Birmingham City Council are streaming their council meetings whilst encouraging comments 
and feedback on Twitter through the #bcclive hashtag.
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Measuring Your Social Media Influence

To effectively deliver increased member value with social communities, it must be a priority for 
your organisation.  And for it to be a priority — it must deliver measurable results. 

As part of your social media implementation strategy you will need to implement daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly and annual reviews to measure:

How many unique people see your message?

What is being said about your brand?

How many people click on a link?

How many people re-post a link?

How many people perform a call-to action?   

Free Tools to Track Results
Facebook Insights provides Facebook Platform developers and Facebook Page owners 
with metrics around their content.  By understanding and analyzing trends within user 
growth and demographics, consumption of content, and creation of content, Page owners 
and Platform developers are better equipped to improve their business and create better 
experiences on Facebook.  

YouTube Insight is a self-service analytics and reporting tool that enables anyone with a 
YouTube account to view detailed statistics about the audience for the videos that they 
upload to the site.  Use video-level data to better understand your audience.  Use the 
information to analyze marketing your efforts—both on and off YouTube—and determine 
how best to optimize your campaigns.  

Klout measures your influence based on your ability to drive action on social networks.  
The Klout Score is a single number that represents the aggregation of multiple pieces of 
data about your social media activity. We compute the Klout Score by applying our score 
model to these signals.  

Google Analytics is a service offered by Google that generates detailed statistics about 
the visits to a website. The product is aimed at marketers as opposed to webmasters and 
technologists from which the industry of web analytics originally grew. It is the most widely 
used website statistics service.  

TwitterCounter is a free service for folks who want to track and share the number of 
followers they have on Twitter and will also provide a graph of the growth of your followers 
over time.  This data can help to show you how fast your twitter base is growing and what 
behaviors you were exhibiting at the time to get growth: Tweeting about certain topics, 
tweeting with more frequency, @replying to your current followers, etc.
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Conclusion
To successfully implement your strategy for increasing member value with social communities, 
ensure that you:  

Know what you are trying to achieve and understand how can social media help

Have chosen the right social media platform

Know how to build an effective social community

Understand the importance of a social community

Know how to measure the impact of your social work

As Forrester’s report, “Competitive Advantage Through Social Business” states:  

Smart business and technology leaders are rethinking business strategy to create a "social business" — 
moving beyond linear, process-driven organizations to create new, dynamic, networked businesses that 
focus on customer value.

These new organizations are capable of empowering and connecting people in new ways to create 
value in the marketplace.These social businesses change the competition and set new standards for 
how companies, governments, and NFPs deliver value.”

Going forward, what is clear is that organisations need to develop the skills to address the 
expectations of members and supporters real time experience delivered by Social Media.  
Businesses will need to embrace these elements into a coherent organisation that is both inward 
and outward facing.  

The key for NFP’s is to create a platform that allows you to create internal and external private 
social networks that connect and engage with members and donors and where you add new value 
they can’t get elsewhere. 

The Webjam Solution

Managing the relationship you have with your members, donors and supporters is probably the 
most important thing any organisation can do if you want to achieve long-term success.  

Webjam delivers significant return-on-investment:  improving retention rates, securing new 
members and creating new monetisation opportunities — as well as providing tangible member 
benefits.  
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Our unique platform allows organisations to create internal and external social networks to 
connect and engage with members.   

Webjam's powerful technology quickly and easily gets your teams set up and fully functional, 
whatever their level of social media expertise may be.

Webjam is the market-leading solutions provider for Enterprise Social Media based in London, with 
recent awards including The Guardian Tech Top 10 for innovation and creativity in social media.  

Webjam is used by a wide variety of organisations including Global Radio, British Association of 
Dermatologists and Greenfields Technology. 

Got a Question for Webjam? Let’s Talk!

Interested in finding out more about what Webjam can do for you?  Webjam Specialists will answer 
any questions you have and can tell you how to: 

Engage with your customers or members to improve membership retention and increase 
membership value

Create valuable new opportunities for community benefits with the scope for previously 
untapped monetisation

Connect your customers and members - and keep you at the centre of your valuable 
community

Extend your reach on a secure platform to leverage social media and drive customers or 
members to your business or community

Create communities where customers and members are more involved

Streamline internal and external communications across communities and groups with 
customisable privacy settings

Webjam: your unique private social network
For your organisation, customers and their customers.

Where secure collaboration and communities drive results.

Get In Touch
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